Abstract—The creation of prototypes is a convincing approach, demonstrating the feasibility of scientific ideas. Testbeds act as enablers for such prototypes, contributing the facilities to their construction. In this paper, we apply a prototype-driven approach to the development of the testbeds themselves. Thus, we select abstractions and APIs to modularize testbeds to allow a selective adaptation or substitution of specific components. To minimize costs, our approach aims to consolidate all components into a single system. Hence, we named it testbed on a single system (toast).

The single-server approach demands the recreation of entire components in software such as networks or experiment nodes. Simultaneously, the softwarization of components enables flexible network topologies and scalability. At the same time, we try to keep the behavior and the performance as close to a hardware-based testbed as possible. Therefore, we rely heavily on hardware acceleration of IO using techniques such as single root IO virtualization (SR-IOV). A case study compares the accelerated IO of toast to a hardware-based testbed and a testbed without IO acceleration. We want to use toast as a training and teaching environment and a prototype facility for future research infrastructures.

Index Terms—Testbed, Network Experiments, Virtualization, SR-IOV

I. INTRODUCTION

Testbeds act as a workbench for scientists where new ideas can be designed, tested, and refined in a controlled environment. A testbed’s capabilities set the frame in which scientists can operate. Thus, the testbed defines the limit of scientific experiments and experimental outcomes. To enable further progress, existing testbeds must be continuously upgraded with new components, or entirely new testbeds must be created to reflect technological progress.

Because of their central importance to experimental research, we propose a concept to prototype new testbed components or entirely new testbeds. Instead of building a prototype out of real systems or components, many scientists rely on emulation, simulation, or virtualization of components or entire distributed systems. An advantage of this approach is its affordability, as a single server replaces multiple, if not all components, of the real-world system. An additional feature is the increased flexibility, network topologies can be adapted, and virtual components such as participating nodes can be scaled easily. However, virtualizing multiple nodes on a single server leads to shared resources between them, thus, may impact the measured performance on virtualized nodes.

In this work, we create a testbed that combines affordability with a limited impact on performance. These two goals are achieved by utilizing virtualization techniques of modern central processing units (CPUs) and network interface cards (NICs) that limit the computational overhead. We aim to create a testbed on a single system (toast), ensuring affordability by folding entire virtual network topologies and systems onto a single physical server. This single-server testbed can be used as a stand-in replacement for a testbed to be built at a later point in time. The experiment scripts written for toast can also be used in the future testbed. Testbed developers can use toast for prototyping various testbed components; future testbed users can be trained on the single-server testbed before the actual setup becomes available. The single-server testbed can also be used in teaching to attract potential future users.

In the following, we outline our goals aiming to: design a concept to modularize testbeds to simplify the development or the replacement of testbed modules; create affordable testbed prototypes that rely on virtualization to realize flexible topologies as well as realistic performance; present a case study to reproduce experiments using the same experiment scripts of the toast approach to other experimental approaches and compare the performance; and introduce an online demonstrator for our platform that can be used by others.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II investigates related concepts and solutions. In Section III, we identify requirements for a flexible, virtualized testbed and outline a matching architecture. Our prototype implementation of the virtualized testbed is presented in Section IV and a case study based on this prototype in Section V. As part of our effort towards reproducible research, we publish the experimental artifacts presented in this paper. Their reproduction is explained in Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Current testbeds for network experiments use pure software, hardware-accelerated software, or pure hardware. For the pure software and hardware-accelerated software approaches, simulation, emulation, or virtualization techniques are used.  

a) Simulation: Creating a computer network model disconnected from reality. Mathematical models determine how packets circulate in the network by abstracting protocols and
traffic. Rather than processing packets in real-time, simulations require more time than the actual measurement. Simulators such as OMNeT++ [2] and ns-3 [3] are scalable and easy to deploy. Due to the high level of abstraction, these purely software-based approaches do not process packets in real-time or at a significantly lower bandwidth [4]. Therefore, measured latencies only depend on mathematical models that cannot regard undiscovered effects.

b) Emulation: An integrated environment that tries to appear as a real computer network. Devices that connect to the emulator do not detect a functional difference compared to a real network. For the emulation of single links, NetEm [5] has been available in the Linux kernel since version 2.6. Links emulated by NetEm are configurable in terms of latency, packet loss, and duplication. Moreover, Mininet [6] is a widely used network emulator for research and teaching. Thereby, Mininet allows multiple lightweight virtualized hosts to form a custom network topology on a single computer. Even though the emulated network behaves like a real network, Mininet’s performance is limited.

c) Real Hardware: Physical components are used to build a testbed, usually consisting of multiple machines. Due to the use of real hardware, these testbeds provide realistic measurement setups combined with high-speed performance. Vahdat et al. [7] present ModelNet, which abstracts a large network topology on a few computers. The testbed is separated into edge nodes and router nodes connected over a physical network. The edge nodes are regular computers that run user-specific applications. The computers that act as router nodes form the ModelNet core. Every physical core router forms a chain of pipes that represent an individual topology. Every pipe corresponds to a single hop in the emulated network, allowing multiple hop paths. These pipes have configurable characteristics like queueing model, buffer size, bandwidth, latency, and loss rate. White et al. [8] introduce Netbed, a testbed consisting of 218 experiment hosts distributed over two geographical locations. While Netbed aims to achieve highly realistic behavior, the system is complex because it depends on many components, increasing maintenance overhead. Gallemüller et al. [9] present the plain orchestrating system (pos), a testbed framework that follows a specific workflow to create inherently reproducible network experiments. There are two instances of pos available, an hardware (HW) testbed and a virtualized clone. We use these two approaches for a direct comparison to the toast approach presented in this paper.

d) Virtualization: Abstracting network resources from hardware into a software network. Therefore, for example, real network interfaces become available to software consumers. The hardware support increases the performance significantly. Virtualization with hardware access to networking devices offers a tradeoff between realism, testbed complexity, and performance. Hibler et al. [10] show how multiple virtual machines on a single host access physical NICs to build scalable experiment networks.

A study by Emmerich et al. [11] demonstrates the performance of different virtual machine (VM) topologies using Open vSwitch. They measured a performance decrease of up to 90 % when switching from a setup based on physical NICs to a virtualized setup.

Single-root IO virtualization (SR-IOV) is a technique that splits NICs into several virtual NICs called virtual functions (VFs). These VFs can be passed through to VMs, forming a hardware-accelerated input/output (IO) path for VMs. Lettieri et al. [12] compared different techniques for VM IO. They identified SR-IOV as one of the fastest techniques with the lowest CPU utilization. Wiedner et al. [4] utilized SR-IOV to build and measure virtual topologies. They demonstrate that an SR-IOV-based system offers more realistic latency measurements than an emulated Mininet environment.

To differentiate our work from the already available techniques, we try to create a system that behaves more similar to real hardware than the available simulation and emulation-based solutions [2], [3], [6], or even virtualized solutions that still involve software packet processing [10]. At the same time, we want to provide a more convenient testbed experience that some systems lack [4], [8]. Therefore, we want to combine testbed controllers and hardware-accelerated virtualization [11], combining convenience with accuracy.

III. TESTBED REQUIREMENTS, DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

This section introduces the requirements for a testbed, i.e., the preconditions necessary to execute effective experiments. Based on these requirements, we outline the design of the toast approach, a high-level overview of the different modules of a testbed and the interaction between them. The high-level design lays the foundation to deduce the toast reference architecture that defines interfaces between modules to simplify their development and substitution with other modules.

A. Requirements

We choose Mininet [6] as the starting point of our requirement elicitation. Mininet was developed to be flexible, supporting arbitrary topologies, operating systems (OSes), and programming languages; deployable, requiring little changes between prototype and real-world system; interactive, running in real-time like a real network; scalable, supporting a multitude of network nodes; realistic, demonstrating real network behavior; and sharable, creating prototypes that can be shared with others. These requirements were defined for an emulation-based solution. However, we consider these goals as prerequisites to create meaningful, reproducible experimental results approximating real-world systems. Thus, the requirements can be considered universal for non-emulation-based testbed approaches.

When considering the different approaches, i.e., emulation, simulation, virtualization, and hardware-based testbeds, these platforms offer specific advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, developers must compromise, leading to a platform-specific relative weight of the previously mentioned requirements. Emulators, such as Mininet, offer a high degree of realism from a functional perspective, but they cannot achieve
the performance of real networks [4]. Simulators, for instance, sacrifice interactivity as simulation time rarely matches real time. Hardware testbeds offer the highest degree of realism, recreating a real system. However, flexibility, scalability, and sharability may be limited due to finite testbed resources such as servers or connectivity.

B. Design

The goal of our paper is the design of a stand-in replacement for an HW testbed. Therefore, we propose a design that values the different requirements in a similar way to hardware-based testbeds. To achieve similar behavior, our approach relies heavily on virtualization. Thus, we can achieve flexible topologies, running realistic deployments interactively that can be shared with others. Virtualization hypervisors allow fine-granular control over resource sharing between VMs. Hence, we expect a higher degree of realism compared to an emulation-based approach. However virtualization comes with limitations; consolidating multiple nodes onto the same physical machine leads to shared resources between VMs, impacting performance. To limit the performance impact, we have to limit the number of VMs on a physical machine. This restriction keeps performance close to a hardware-based testbed with separate physical instead of virtual machines.

Table I summarizes Mininet’s original requirements and how the requirements of different approaches compare against them. Mininet presents the starting point of our comparison (represented by ○), + and - represent beneficial or sacrificial trade-offs in comparison. Out of the presented solutions in Table I, the toast approach offers the highest similarity with the HW testbed. toast offers benefits in terms of flexibility, scalability, and sharability. The main disadvantage is its degree of realism. However, this problem is inherent to any system that models another system. Therefore, only a testbed relying on real HW will provide the highest degree of realism. Out of the remaining non-HW solutions, the toast approach offers the best compromise.

C. Architecture

Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture of our proposed approach. The entire testbed runs on a single physical machine or host system. The figure further shows the four modules that comprise toast: (i) the access module, (ii) the controller module, (iii) the experiment nodes, and (iv) the experiment network.

The access module is a dedicated interface providing an entry point to the testbed for its users. One of its main tasks is user authentication. We use an authentication web server that provides access via browser to lower the entry barriers for new users; an alternative solution would be an SSH server. The entire authentication process is handled on the host system, entirely separated from the controller module. The authentication can be implemented, updated in case of security issues, or even replaced without touching the fully independent testbed controller. Another task of the access module is providing Internet access, enforcing bandwidth limitations, or port filtering for the controller module and experiment nodes.

The controller of the testbed is hosted on its own VM running the testbed management software. Encapsulating the management software into its own VM, ensures a high degree of flexibility for the controller. The controller developer can choose dependencies and OS independently of the host system. The controller must provide capabilities to create, reboot, and configure the experiment nodes. In the toast approach, the experiment nodes are connected to the controller via a virtual software switch (management vswitch). This virtual management network is exclusively used to control the experiment nodes; the experiment network is separated.

The experiment nodes in our architecture are realized as VMs. These nodes can be configured to match the target hardware of a real testbed. VM hypervisors allow setting the number of CPU cores, the amount of storage or RAM, or the number of NICs available to an individual experiment node. It is also possible to create node-specific settings. Sharing hardware resources such as RAM or CPU cores between the experiment node VMs is possible. Though these techniques allow affordable scaling, the shared resources may become overloaded, causing performance impacts that would not be present on physically separated experiment nodes. Therefore, the number of experiment nodes and their assigned resources must be carefully configured to avoid impacting experiment results caused by virtualization artifacts.

The experiment network relies on dedicated, physical NICs exclusively used for experimental traffic. These NICs are split into several VFs that are attached to the experiment nodes.
The actual NIC itself is represented by a physical function (PF) that remains attached to the host machine. For security reasons, certain settings such as the isolation between different VFs or rate limits can only be set by the owner of the PF. This way, only the host machine can perform changes. If necessary, the PFs can be attached to the controller VM to enable a VF reconfiguration using the testbed controller. Experimental traffic exclusively uses hardware-accelerated networks. Figure 1 shows a possible configuration of NICs and VFs. Each of the four experiment nodes is attached to a specific VF. The VFs are distributed to two different single-port NICs; the two NIC ports are connected to each other via a physical link. In Figure 1 we use a configuration that isolates the network traffic handled by VFs on the same NIC from each other. This can be done by assigning two different virtual local area network (VLAN) IDs, VLANs A and B, to the two VFs. VLAN tagging and untagging can be handled transparently in the NIC, i.e., VLAN tags and handling are entirely hidden from the experiment nodes. The same VLAN configuration can also be realized on the second NIC, thereby creating two VLAN-isolated connections across both NICs and the connected experiment nodes, respectively. Without VLAN isolation, all experiment nodes connected to the same NIC would also see each other using the switch integrated into SR-IOV NICs. Using VLAN isolation, we force the traffic to use the wired connection, thereby we ensure the usage of real hardware, thus creating realistic performance.

A more detailed description of such a VLAN-based network, relying on SR-IOV and VLAN隔离, was presented by Wiedner et al. [3]. They also provide measurements demonstrating the performance achievable in such a scenario.

IV. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed architecture, we created a prototype implementation. Our implementation uses commercial off-the-shelf server hardware: the Supermicro X10SDV-7TP4F mainboard, featuring an Intel Xeon D-1537 (8 cores, 1.7 GHz), 128 GB RAM, and a quad-port Intel X710-DA4 NIC (10 Gbit/s per port). We use Debian bullseye (Linux kernel v5.10) on the host machine and the controller VM, utilizing KVM as a hypervisor and libvirt to create and manage VMs. Our setup relies on the pos testbed controller [9]; this controller allows fully automated, reproducible experiments and simplifies the release of experimental scripts and data.

We use a GitLab instance as an authentication provider. GitLab allows the creation of user accounts and groups, which we use as an access control mechanism for the testbed. Authentication relies on the standardized OpenID API [13], which allows a transition to other authentication providers with little additional effort. OpenID is an authentication service offered by numerous providers; the OpenID foundation lists certified providers [14].

pos is initially designed to manage physical servers. To reboot physical servers, pos uses the Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI), a standardized out-of-band management API for servers. VirtualBMC [15] is a software implementation of IPMI that allows the remote management of VMs. We use this implementation to avoid any changes to our testbed controller. The network boot process and SSH access to the experiment VMs also remains unchanged compared to a hardware testbed.

Our prototype currently offers four experiment node VMs with 8 GB vRAM and four CPU cores. The configuration of the VMs is currently static, i.e., regular testbed users cannot change the VM resources. We decided to rely on a static configuration with reasonable resource allocation to ensure a stable testbed operation. At the same time, we limit the performance impact of resource sharing when performing experiments.

Like the static configuration for the experiment node VMs, our prototype only uses a static configuration for the experiment networks. The current configuration uses two ports of the Intel X710-DA4. Both ports are configured to provide four VFs. Each VM is attached to two VFs, one from the first and one from the second port. Our configuration does not use VLAN isolation. This means that VMs can either connect via the same NIC port or via the remote NIC port. We intentionally disabled VLAN isolation to provide a highly flexible network config, without providing access to the network configuration on the host machine. In this case, the VFs act as the ports of a switch connecting the machines to each other.

A. Limitations of the Prototype

We are aware that the static configuration of the experiment nodes and the experiment network severely limits the capabilities of our testbed. Freely configurable network topologies or VLAN isolation are one of the key features of toast. The same also holds for the configurability of the VM, where our restrictions may unnecessarily limit the scalability of the experiment nodes. However, a wrong network configuration impacting the management vsswitch in Figure 1 may disconnect experiment nodes. In addition, overloading the hardware of the physical system may lead to an unstable controller. Wrong configurations of the network or VM resources may compromise the entire testbed’s stability.

To allow more flexible experiments for future prototypes, we plan to extend the configurability of VM resources and network topologies in future work. Additional work is needed to identify problematic configurations and provide countermeasures to ensure the stability and reachability of the one-server testbed in the presence of a faulty configuration.

B. Availability of the Prototype

Our implementation is currently relying on hardware-specific settings, e.g., the configuration of SR-IOV on the used Intel X710 NIC. Though the SR-IOV feature is not limited to this specific card or its vendor, configuration differs between Intel NICs and even more compared to NICs of other vendors. Therefore, we do not provide a solution that supports other NICs or hardware configurations. However, we provide web-access to our prototype that we host on our infrastructure. Section VI explains how the toast testbed can be accessed.
V. CASE STUDY: PERFORMANCE

In this section, we want to compare the toast approach to two different testbeds that we operate, a hardware-based testbed (pos) and a fully virtualized testbed (vpos). The results for pos and vpos were already part of their original publication [9]. There, a two-server two-link topology (see Figure 2) is used. The first node generates packets using MoonGen [16] (LoadGen). The second node acts as device under test (DuT) and uses the Linux router to forward packets between its two network interfaces. We aim to measure the maximum loss-free throughput that the DuT can handle for packet sizes of 64 B and 1500 B. The pos and vpos experiments use Debian buster (Linux kernel v4.19) on a system with two Intel Xeon Silver 4214 CPUs (12 cores, 2.2 GHz) and an Intel 82599 dual-port NIC (10 Gbit/s per port). The toast experiment uses the software and hardware specified in Section IV. Both setups use the same version of the testbed controller and the same version of the experiment script [17].

Experiment results are plotted in Figure 3. For the three cases (hardware-based pos, fully virtualized vpos, and hardware-accelerated virtualized toast), the generation and the forwarding of the DuT increase linearly up to the maximum threshold the DuT can handle. After that, the forwarding rate remains at a certain level. This maximum rate differs significantly between the investigated setups.

Subfigure 3a shows the results of the hardware-based testbed (pos). For a packet size of 64 B, we measure a maximum throughput of 1.7 Mpps. The larger 1500 B packets hit the bandwidth limit of our 10 Gbit/s links at a packet rate of 0.82 Mpps. At line rate, generation and forwarding rate remain at a constant level of 0.82 Mpps. We observe highly stable forwarding rates for both investigated packet sizes.

In Subfigure 3b the results of the vpos measurements are plotted. This setup relies on fully virtualized software switches for packet IO. There, the packet rates are significantly lower compared to any other setup. We already observed a packet loss starting at 50 kpps, independent of the investigated packet size. In addition, throughput rates beyond 50 kpps become unstable.

The toast results are plotted in Figure 3c. In this setup, we observe the same maximum forwarding throughput of approximately 0.72 Mpps for both investigated packet sizes. Using the VFs of the X710 NIC, we could also surpass the 10 Gbit/s limit. This is possible because the X710 NIC uses a controller that supports a 40 Gbit/s Ethernet like the VFs. When comparing the forwarding results to vpos, we see significantly higher forwarding rates and more stable rates for toast. Compared to the pos setup, forwarding rates are lower. Please mind the different axes scaling between Figures 3a and 3b. The lower rates can be partially attributed to the hardware used by toast, relying on a less powerful CPU running an older architecture and a 500 MHz lower clock rate. Despite its difference in throughput, the stability of the toast setup is a better approximation of the hardware pos testbed than the vpos testbed before. This means that the hardware-accelerated virtualization of toast offers a more realistic approximation of the original pos results than the purely software-based IO solutions used in vpos.

VI. REPRODUCIBILITY

We created a website [17] that contains the experiment scripts, experimental data, plotting scripts, and plots. Interested users can use the available web instance at https://testtestbed.net.in.tum.de to reexecute our experiments and reproduce our results. There, we offer access to the
one-server version of pos through a lightweight registration process.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented toast, an architecture that allows the prototyping of entire testbeds. Our architecture splits the testbed into four modules: the access module, the controller, the experiment nodes, and the experiment network. The modules are designed for extensibility and reusability using flexible APIs. Though we demonstrate the feasibility of toast for the testbed controller pos, the concept provides enough flexibility to be applicable to other testbeds. Using standardized OpenID, the authentication providers can be easily exchanged, a testbed developer can host any testbed controller inside a VM, the number of testbed nodes and the provided resources can be individually configured, and the network topology and bandwidth can be configured using hardware features of NICs.

A comparison between a real hardware-based testbed and a fully virtualized testbed without hardware IO acceleration demonstrates the benefits of toast. toast combines the flexible topology configuration similar to purely software-based solutions with the realistic performance typically reserved for hardware-based testbeds.

The toast approach was created with simplicity and affordability in mind. Therefore, everything is hosted on a single physical server. This makes toast a viable solution for teaching in an academic environment, where students can perform experiments on actual server hardware achieving real-world performance. toast can also act as a placeholder for a future hardware-based testbed. The training of users, e.g., the previously mentioned students, and the refinement of the testbed can take place even before the actual testbed has been built. This makes the toast approach an ideal learning facility for testbed developers and potential users alike.
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